Toolangi Sculpture Trail Revisited
A NEW GENERATION OF WORKS TAKE FLIGHT
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In the spring of 1996, nine artists from Australia and the Asia-Pacific converged on the Victorian
township of Toolangi to create a series of outdoor sculptures that would transform an area of
native forest into a sylvan gallery where art and nature could inform each other at close quarters.
Each artist received a two week residency, the guiding principle being that they use materials
gleaned sustainably from the forest.
Sculpture trails and gardens have a long and largely successful history both in Australia and
abroad. To the east of Melbourne the William Rickets Sanctuary and the McClelland Sculpture
Park draw visitors in droves, and while it is easy to love and admire the Boboli Gardens in
Florence and the gardens of the Musée Rodin in Paris, there is nonetheless an incomparable and
perhaps underutilised creative force that finds its source in the Australian bush block, the
abandoned native garden, or the summer retreat in the cool climate rainforest, especially when
these uniquely Australian environments come into contact with a well-crafted gateway, a stone
sculpture overgrown with foliage, or a garden folly from generations past.
In the Toolangi forest the presence of artwork has introduced alternate narratives and
perspectives, and these have worked to enhance and punctuate the passage of time. Some
works installed in1996 were produced to be reclaimed by the forest within a season, while others
have remained largely unaffected by twenty years of exposure to wind and weather.

Image: Ingo Kleinert, Empowering Nature, 1996, mixed timbers, dimensions variable

Little remains for example of German-born Australian artist Ingo Kleinert’s Empowering Nature, but
as the work’s intention was to allude to the idea of ruin while encouraging a reckoning with the
past, it seems somehow appropriate that a weathered tea pot has been placed upon the ‘ruins’ of
the work, alluding perhaps to moments of quiet reflection.
Mika Ebata’s Forest Wind on the other
hand remains largely unchanged: an
unshakable reminder of the debt we owe
to the elemental forces upon which life
depends. At once gentle and monumental,
Ebata’s work, constructed from the roots of
a gigantic messmate uprooted during a
storm, creates a passage through which
air can move. With a quiet strength Forest
Wind brings earth and sky together, while
also framing the distant traces of a forest
fire, which encourages a form of meditation
in line with the Japanese notion of
karisome or transience.
This year, two decades on, three
esteemed arts professionals (Maudie
Palmer AO, Associate Professor Rob
Haysom and Sculptor Savaad Felich)
selected fifteen artists to work among the
ruins and monuments of the former
exhibition towards the creation of new
works for the sculpture trail. In late
November, when these works were
officially opened to the public, I was
reminded of another exhibition: one quite
different in form but linked in artistic
intention.
I recently curated an exhibition of works by
Melbourne artist Ben Fuog, which took as its subject the Greek island of Ikaria: a place identified
as a ‘Blue Zone’ for the marked longevity of its inhabitants. Later I wrote that Fuog’s exhibition
‘immerses visitors in a landscape in which work, leisure, ceremony and mythology merge into a
coherent whole’. At the relaunch of the Toolangi Sculpture Trail, these words returned to me as I
watched the children of the Toolangi Primary School perform a traditional indigenous creation
story explaining the birth of the first Taungurung women.

Image: Mika Ebata’s Forest Wind, 1996, messmate roots, 290 x 250 x 100 cm

A similar healthful and holistic merging of work, leisure, ceremony and mythology was present not
only in the children’s dramatization, but also in the way that members of the community, including
Taungurung elders, fellow artists, film makers, national park rangers, teachers and councillors
turned out in numbers not only to support but also to participate in the event.
After the performance the troupe of small, brightly clad players left the makeshift forest stage to
lead the audience into the towering messmate and mountain ash forest. As they dashed on
ahead along the winding paths of the sculpture trail, bearing yellow cardboard yam daisies
above their heads, I had the opportunity to talk with a few of the artists about their work and about
the experience of having the forest as their studio.
Carmel Wallace, whose multi-disciplinary arts practice explores the idea of place and its
ramifications for environmental awareness and ethics, was standing beneath her suspended work
Bare Bones of Toolangi Forest: a ghostly procession of fallen branches painted white and raised
aloft once more as a kind of vegetable memento mori encouraging visitors to reflect on the life
cycle of the forest and on its fragility and mortality.
When I asked Carmel what she had learned about the medium she was working with and about
her experience of creating art in the forest, she said that as part of the artist’s induction,
Environmental Consultant and Forest Educator Bernie Mace conducted a tour and pointed out
significant trees enabling her to identify different types of woods. This knowledge was lent further
detail when collecting fallen limbs for her sculpture and involved a heightened appreciation of
density and colour and a renewed interest in unseen life. As she removed the bark to reveal the
‘bones’ beneath, she learned a great deal about the inner life of trees and their denizens, many of
whom leave a tracery of marks and lines behind them.

Image: Toolangi Primary School performing The First Taungurung Women, 2016.

Further on down the trail I met Klara Kelvy, a Melbourne performance, installation and video artist,
whose initial concept underwent considerable reworking as the relationship between her planned
sculpture and the forest environment evolved. To interrogate notions of shelter, nature and urban
encroachment, Klara laid the foundations for an open timber enclosure fashioned from disused
fence posts and palings. A kind of timeline revealed itself as she dug her way down through
charred wood fragments, possibly remnants of the fires of 1939. As the piece progressed, the
baroque, foliage clad structure she had in mind gave way to a sparer, modernist enclave from
which the forest can be observed through nature windows. Eventually surrendering to the
environment, she became appreciative of how the forest works to loosen fixed ideas. The finished
piece entitled Hide suggests a homely and suburban familiarity, but of a kind that encourages a
relationship with the forest.
Descending towards the Toolangi Forest Discovery Centre, where the sculpture trail begins and
ends, I began talking with Swiss-born Victorian artist Brigit Heller about her work, which references
Ebata’s Forest Wind from 1996. Syzygy – a pair of connected or corresponding things is
fashioned from collected dead branches that have been sorted, stacked and then arranged into a
weighty and yet serene cylindrical mass. It asks us to consider both the individuality and collective
unity of each tree that has contributed to its construction, while also drawing our attention to the life
that is revealed when the branches are cut into. As the work was being conceived and created,
Brigit was particularly affected by the sense of vulnerability she experienced in removing herself
from the relative security and familiarity of her studio to work en plein air beneath the tallest
flowering plants in the world: a vulnerability which ultimately enhanced her sense of connection to
the environment, to fellow artists and participants, and to the artworks themselves. Being cut off
from her usual stock of tools, materials and creature comforts opened windows of opportunity
through which new connections could be explored.

Carmel Wallace, Bare Bones of Toolangi Forest, fallen branches, 220 x 490 x 340 cm

Later in the day, as I left the forest gallery, I made out two dark totems hewn it seemed from single
trunks of native trees. Bunjil and Wah Totems are the work of Melbourne artist Mike Nicholls, who
informed me that the timber is old grey gum from the slats of a bridge burnt out by the 2009 bush
fires. His twin sculptures figuratively and symbolically mirror Taungurung Elder Mick Harding’s
more abstract work Gerr-djerring marramb-ina galk marrambik ger-djerring mirin Woiwurrung
badjii Taungwurrung. Both represent a sense, or rather a spirit, of place. Nicholls’ totems evoke
a place that predates colonial settlement, where the Wurundjeri and the Taungurung peoples
(represented by the eagle and the crow) come together. For Harding, whose work appears
carved into the trunk of an adult messmate, the arches that come together in the newly exposed
wood symbolise the Woiwurrung of the South and the Taunwurrung of the north, lines that speak of
a timeless reciprocal relationship that contains within it a joint responsibility to maintain the life of
the forest.
As the frame of an artwork can alter its mood, so too can context alter meaning, and the Toolangi
forest provides a context for sculpture which is somehow cleaner, richer and deeper than any
scrupulously sanitary ‘white cube’ art space. Situated, as it is, within a complex living system of
biological interactions, the potential connections are more plentiful, as are the opportunities for
profound observations and explorations. Before the children’s performance in the morning,
Argentinian-born Melbourne artist and poet Marynes Avila recited a poem from which one line
lingered in the air a little longer than the others: ‘The forest whispers the wisdom of life’. Fortunately
for those of you who, like me, are occasionally a little hard of hearing in this regard, fifteen artists
have spent fourteen days listening carefully and have translated these whispers into sculpture.
The Toolangi Sculpture Trail begins near the entrance to the Toolangi Forest Discovery Centre,
1687 Healesville-Kinglake Rd, Toolangi. It is open to the public seven days a week and
admission is free.

Image: Brigit Heller, ‘Syzygy’ – a pair of connected or corresponding things, collected dead branches, 182 x 152 x
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